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[image: Clock icon]Time Value
Put Windward to work on day one and start saving time.

[image: Computer design icon]Design Flexibility
The ultimate design flexibility: Windward Designer + Microsoft Office.

[image: Overview icon]Overview
A quick introduction and comparison of our products.

[image: Two gear icon]How It Works
Design, customize, and generate documents in a snap.



Products


[image: Windward Core icon]Windward Core
Your low code embedded document generation problem solver.

[image: ]Apryse
The complete web SDK for document viewing, annotating, and editing.



Documentation

Downloads

Try it Free



Windward Core is now Fluent by Apryse. Click here to experience the new and improved platform!

Time ValueDesign FlexibilityOverviewHow It Works
Document Generation Software
Say goodbye to frustration and hello to Windward!
Give Windward a Try
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Create & Populate Data-Powered Documents
Windward makes it unbelievably fast & easy to automatically generate professional-looking documents. Our best in class document generation software plugs into Microsoft Office so that you can design & populate data-powered documents with unlimited formatting capabilities. 
How It Works
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Template Designer - The Best Software for Creating Documents

Design your templates in Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, & PowerPoint). These familiar and intuitive builders allow anyone to create and edit templates in a fraction of the time it takes with other document generator software. Simply build your desired layout and formatting using Office.

Our extension to Office helps you easily insert data tags directly into your content anywhere. This includes wizards, which make even complex queries easy for business users and developers alike. And PODS enables users to quickly and easily reuse applicable content from other templates, delivering consistency across all corporate documents.

And it's all in the template including your business logic. There is no programming or other efforts involved when you take advantage of our document templating software for automatic Word document generation.



[image: ]Windward Core
Integrate automated document generation software into your applications with Windward Core. The Windward Core Engine enables you to precisely display the data you want, delivering a generated document with data specified using inserted tags and specified parameters.

The result is a beautiful, data-rich document fully customized to your specifications.

Learn about Windward Core


Connect To Everything
Windward is able to connect to 147 vendor's data as well as standard SQL, JSON, XML, & OData datasources. In addition, a template can be populated from multiple datasources - simultaneously. You can cross-reference between datasources in your queries. This plus the power of Windward's designer delivers a document automation solution with no limitations - in design or datasources.

Datasources
Ready to merge your data with design? We make it as easy as possible, with nearly universal datasource support and seamless integration with just 11 lines of code. See all datasources here.
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Programming Languages
It is possible to integrate Windward's solution into virtually any application regardless of language by using direct calls from the RESTful Engine. We make it as easy as possible to merge our solution with your application. See all languages here.
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Output Formats
The Engine combines your Windward Designer templates with the data you need to create visually impressive data-powered documents in the most common document formats, 18 in total. See all output formats here.
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What popular people are saying about popular features of Windward Designer.

[image: Red quotation mark]“The best part about Windward is it quickly integrated into
our MS Word and Excel platforms. So we literally skipped the learning curve to learn the software and
straightaway went ahead with creating document templates in minutes.”

[image: Orange quotation mark]"With the help of Windward Studios, we were able to provide reports to our clients maintaining very high standard...it makes the developers life easy since it allows designing report on native word/excel applications”

[image: Blue quotation mark]“The benefit of not needing a highly technical team member do the template creation but rather be able to train and task an administrative staff member is a big financial benefit.”



[image: ]For business problems you haven’t been able to solve with other document automation solutions, Windward is the answer.
Request a Demo

Every business revolves around documents - automate as many as you can
Try Windward for 30 Days
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